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HAVEN
ON EARTH
DRIFT AWAY AT THE ELOUNDA
BAY PALACE AND DISCOVER
THE PERFECT PLACE IN THE SUN

Set amid 20 acres of bougainvillea- and
jasmine-scented gardens and overlooking
the clear azure waters of Mirabello Bay in
north-eastern Crete, the Elounda Bay
Palace combines natural beauty with all
the luxuries of modern living. This
award-winning Mediterranean-style
hotel and member of the Leading Hotels
of the World is located only one kilometre
from the village of Elounda, considered
to be one of the most picturesque on the
island. The wide range of accommodation
offers 19 different room types, from
garden and seaview rooms to stunning
villas, sumptuous suites and luxury
bungalows. Many of these have their
own private balconies or terraces and
private or shared swimming pools.
Sun-worshippers and water-babies are
extremely well catered for, with two
secluded white sandy beaches each in a
protected cove and three swimming
pools, one indoor freshwater, one outdoor
seawater and one freshwater for children.
Guests are also welcome to relax in the
Spa at the adjoining Elounda Beach
Resort. For those seeking more adventure,

The Elounda Bay Palace,
from top: the Sail-in Bar.
A Grand Suite pool.
A Luxury Suite.
The ‘F’ Restaurant

there are tennis
courts and an
exhilirating
selection of water
sports, including
scuba diving and
waterskiing.
After a busy
day soaking up
the sun, the
evening is the perfect time to relax
and enjoy the many spacious and
panoramic terraces, lounges and bars
around the hotel - and guests can
also indulge themselves in one
of the 17 bars and restaurants
available in the Elounda Bay Palace
and its adjacent sister hotel,
the Elounda Beach. So whether
you want an active break or simply
to surrender to the Greek charms
of this lovely resort, the Elounda
Bay Palace provides the ultimate
holiday experience.
For further information and to book,
ring 00 30 28410 67000, or visit
www.eloundabay.gr.

